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Summary

Digital twins are promising several benefits, including better monitoring and control, improved
performance, and lower maintenance costs of their physical counterparts. However, there are
still some challenges associated with the development and management of digital twins that
need to be addressed before the actual realisation of digital twins’ applications. In this study,
we look at the data management issue of digital twins that are based on system simulation.
The problem with most of the commercial modelling and simulation software is the use of proprietary data models and specific formats to store these models, resulting in poor interoperability. Since digital twins of certain assets need to be operated for a couple of decades, there
is a possibility that the underlying application software may not be available through the assets’
life cycles. In order to avoid unknown risks or business disruption, it is advisable to preserve
information about the simulation models of digital twins in long-lasting formats. This is to ensure
that in situations where the original software is inappropriate/inaccessible for opening/running
a digital twin’ simulation model, one should be able to revive the model, using the preserved
information, and adopt alternative tools.
This work illustrates the long-term data preservation of digital twins by exploring two Modelica
system simulation models. Modelica is an open-source language for modelling complex systems and provides detailed information about the models of components that can be preserved
in user-specific formats. The models were built in OMEdit environment, a free tool for Modelica
implementation. Data models of the corresponding simulation models were developed in Web
Ontology Language (OWL), which is used for standardised representation of information on the
Semantic Web. Protégé ontology editor was used to design four ontologies that provide the
necessary concepts and relationships for describing the simulation models. Using these concepts and relationships, the OWL data models were generated. It was found that OWL lacks
certain features and the visualisation of data models gets complex as the model size grows.
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Preface
Digital twins are under active research and development, both in the industry as well as in the
research community. The concept of digital twin promises benefits and added value due to the
improved use of data and better control of products, systems and assets. While the new opportunities are introduced and the benefits are emphasised throughout the life cycle of the
physical twin, the life cycle of the digital twin seems to gain less attention. Similar to the implementation of all the new digital technologies, such as the Internet of Things, edge computing
and advanced data analytics, digital twins would also increase the overall complexity of the
solution and bring new dependencies to the solutions’ life cycle management. This issue becomes even more challenging when the wide variety of technologies, the pace in the technology development, and the expected life cycles of technologies are considered. With industrial
machines and systems, the life cycle expectation of several decades is common. On the other
hand, in information technology and especially in computing, a decade is a long time and, e.g.,
the technical support of computer operating systems is typically shorter.
This work is part of the DigiBuzz research project in which the business aspects of digital twin
technologies are taken into account, together with technical opportunities and new business
opportunities, but also raising risks are considered. Being critical and pointing out challenges
does not mean that we think the progress in the concept of digital twin and the related technologies is a waste of resources, but, to the contrary, we try to highlight the potential challenges
that could arise later during the application of digital twins. This would help us to tackle the
risks before they can even emerge. Digital twin is a powerful concept and like many other
breakthrough technologies, it requires new kind of thinking to fully realise its potential but also
to avoid the associated pitfalls.
We thank the funding parties, Business Finland and the participating companies and organisations, for enabling an interesting research project that clearly has relevance. The combination of technology and business research in the same package is strong and enables the partners to understand the elements of complex solutions from all the important directions.
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1. Introduction
Today, the digital twin is a buzzword in academia as well as in the industrial sector. Developing
digital twins of the physical assets (e.g. components, products, systems or processes) operating in the real-world are promising several benefits, including better monitoring and control,
improved performance, and lower maintenance costs. However, there are still some challenges associated with the development and management of digital twins that need to be addressed before the actual realisation of digital twins’ applications. In this work, we look at the
data management issue of simulation-based digital twins.
As digital twins can be categorised in several ways, nevertheless, they are mainly data-driven
(i.e. based on static and dynamic data of the real-world system and, e.g., AI and ML algorithms), simulation-based (i.e. based on first-principles or other kinds of simulation models), or
hybrid (i.e. a combination of the first two). In this work, we focus on the simulation-based digital
twins that are built using simulation software. The problem with most of the commercial modelling and simulation software is their proprietary data models and storing models in software
application-specific formats. The data model of one software can hardly be related to the data
model of another software and, in the worst-case, their simulation model formats are black
boxes that do not provide information about the mathematics and physics involved in the simulation process. Since digital twins of certain assets (e.g. aircraft, ships, defence systems, and
process plants) need to be operated for several decades, there is a possibility that the underlying application software will not be available through the assets’ life cycles. Thus, for the
development of simulation-based digital twins, it is advisable to consider only those application
software that provide detailed information about the simulation models and preserve this information in long-lasting formats. This is to ensure that in situations where the original software
is inappropriate/inaccessible for opening/running a digital twin model, one should be able to
revive the models, using the preserved information, and adopt alternative tools without substantial costs or business disruption.
The operation of a computer simulation of a system or phenomenon requires a computer system, a simulation software and a description of the actual simulation model. The computer
system typically contains the hardware, i.e. the physical computer system, and the operating
system that provides the common functions and services for the computation, such as networking and computing process scheduling. The simulation software is a dedicated software
application enabling the execution of a simulation. The simulation software can be a general
simulation software application for the selected type of simulations, or it can be a simulation
model dedicated software application that contains the integrated simulation model description
and numerical solver algorithm. In the first case, the general simulation software can be called
a solver, as it is used for solving a mathematical representation of the simulation model. Examples of this kind of solver software are majority of the computational fluid dynamics and
finite element method software applications, such as Ansys Fluent [1] and Dassault Systèmes
Abaqus [2]. In the second case, i.e. when the simulation model and the solver algorithm are
integrated, the overall software application is usually implemented by coding it with the appropriate programming language and programming tools. There are simulation solutions that combine the two, i.e. they are general simulation applications, but also produce a dedicated software application that contains the description of the dedicated simulation model and the numerical solver to run the simulation. Many Modelica language implementations represent this
category. A simulation model is the representation of a particular simulation case in a format
that can be used with the selected simulation software application. The simulation model contains information about the components and features included in the simulation. For example,
in the case of a thermodynamic system, the simulation model has information about what kind
of system components are included, what are the parameters and initial simulation values of
the components, and how the components are connected and interacting with each other.
Together with the simulation software application, the simulation model defines the mathematical representation of the physics, phenomenon and features that are included in the simulation
of the physical product or system.
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In this study, we consider the example of Modelica [3], which is an open, object-oriented and
equation-based language for modelling and simulation of complex systems. The Modelica libraries [4], especially the open-source libraries, provide detailed information about the models
of components. For example, the source code of the Modelica Standard Library [5] is publicly
available for exploration and implementation. In addition, the different versions of the Modelica
Specification [6] are freely available for developing Modelica translator or compiler. Furthermore, different commercial and open-source tools [7] can be used for the implementation of
Modelica Specification. For example, OpenModelica [8], [9], which is used in this study, is a
free Modelica environment available for modelling and simulation of Modelica-based models.
The two Modelica system simulation models presented in this study are developed in the
OpenModelica Connection Editor (OMEdit) environment [10], which is a free graphical user
interface for model creation, connection editing, simulation of models, and visualisation of simulation results. These models do not correspond to any real-world system but are used for
illustration purposes only.
For the management and long-term preservation of simulation-based digital twin’s data (i.e.
simulation model data), we consider the example of Web Ontology Language (OWL) [11],
which is used for standardised representation of ontologies and knowledge models on the
Semantic Web [12]. The concept of semantic data management of multibody system modelling
was introduced by Kortelainen in 2011 [13]. We designed four ontologies that provide the necessary concepts and relationships for information representation of the simulation models.
These concepts and relationships were utilised to generate OWL data models of the two Modelica system simulation models using the Protégé tool [14], which is an open-source ontology
editor and a knowledge management system.
This work demonstrates the chain of information in different forms that enables reviving the
functionality and accuracy of the original simulation models in other tools if the original model
cannot be used. In this work, the chain contains the information about the model components,
their parameters and relations in the system simulation model in the form of OWL data model,
information about the mathematical implementation of the simulation model components in the
form of openly available Modelica libraries, and finally the semantics and syntax of the Modelica language itself in the form of the openly available Modelica language specification documentation. The chain of information discussed in this work does not contain the description of
the physical phenomena involved and the mathematical representation of the physics. The
numerical representation of the mathematical presentation and the implementation of the numerical representation in the form of a software application are assumed to be implemented
based on the information that is available in open Modelica domain libraries and the specification of the Modelica language itself. The whole chain, i.e. the fundamental elements of a computer simulation, is illustrated in Figure 1. The three topics, enclosed in a dash-lined box in the
figure, are emphasised within this study. As Modelica is an open and well-specified language,
it would be possible to only rely on it as the means to represent the model information. The
OWL was selected to demonstrate the overall approach for data modelling. In addition, general
data modelling technologies can provide better tools for data transformation from one representation to another.
The rest of the report is organised as follows. Section 2 briefly discusses the Modelica language and the OMEdit tool. Section 3 introduces the OWL language and Protégé tool. Section
4 presents two Modelica system simulation models built in OMEdit environment. Section 5
shows the development process of four ontologies using the Protégé tool. Section 6 explains
the OWL data modelling of the simulation models. Finally, Section 7 summarises and concludes the findings of this study.
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Simulation model representing the real system and its physics

Software implementation of the numerics, representing the underlying physics

Numerical representations of involved mathematics, representing the physics

Mathematical representations of the involved physics

Physics
Figure 1: The fundamental elements of computer simulation.

2. Modelica language and OMEdit tool
In this section, we briefly introduce the Modelica language and OMEdit tool. We chose Modelica because it is open-source and provides detailed information (mathematics and physics)
about the components of a simulation model. By preserving this information in long-lasting
formats, one would be able to reproduce a simulation model by using up-to-date tools, in case
the original application software is not available. For the implementation of Modelica system
simulation models, we chose the OMEdit tool, which is a free graphical user interface for model
creation, connection editing, simulation of models, and visualisation of simulation results.

2.1 Modelica language
Modelica language [15] is a free language developed and maintained by the non-profit Modelica Association [16] since 1996. It is an object-oriented and equation-based language for modelling and simulation of complex systems consisting of components from, e.g., mechanical,
electrical, thermal, hydraulic, control, and other domains. The different versions of the Modelica
Specification [6] are publicly available for the implementation of Modelica compiler that transforms a Modelica model into a form (usually C-code), which can be simulated by standard
tools. Both commercial and free simulation tools [7] that implement the Modelica Specification
are available, for example, Simplorer (by ANSYS), Dymola (by Dassault Systèmes) and solidThinking Activate (by Altair) are among the commercial tools, whereas, OpenModelica (by the
Open Source Modelica Consortium [8], [9]) is an open environment for modelling and simulation of Modelica models. Similarly, there are both free and commercial Modelica libraries [4]
available covering different industries including automotive, aerospace, building and energy.
The Modelica Standard Library [5] is a free library from the Modelica Association containing
basic components for several domains, such as control, fluid and media, mechanical and electrical systems.
The expressive power of Modelica is large, supporting both high-level modelling by composition and detailed library component modelling by equations. Models of standard components
are typically available in model libraries and users can also define their own model components. Using a graphical model editor (such as OMEdit), a model can be defined by drawing a
composition diagram (also called schematics) by positioning icons that represent the models
of the components, drawing connections between components and giving parameter values in
dialogue boxes.
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Figure 2 shows an example of a composition diagram of a double pendulum system, which is
a “DoublePendulum” example available under the Mechanics package of the Modelica Standard Library. The system contains a set of components that are connected by drawing connections between their connectors. The textual representation of this model is shown in Figure 3,
and the detailed model representation (definitions and equations) of the damper component of
the system is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 2: An example of a composition diagram of a double pendulum system.

Figure 3: A textual representation of the example double pendulum system.

Figure 4: Detailed model representation of damper component of the double pendulum system example.
By preserving this information (mathematics and physics) about the components of a simulation model in a certain general format (e.g. in OWL), one can reproduce a similar component
or system model using other languages or tools than Modelica, if needed. In this way, the
simulation-based digital twins of long-lasting products and systems can be made less dependent on the computing infrastructure (software, operating system and computer system), which
usually have shorter lifespan.
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From the model description point of view, however, Modelica language has its own semantics
and syntax, which may introduce some challenges in data modelling. For example, the connector type is a feature of the Modelica language that enables specifying restrictions on how
the components of the system model can be connected and how the information is exchanged
between the components. In Modelica library development, the type system of the Modelica
language can be used for restricting connections to be defined only between limited types of
connectors. Another noteworthy detail with Modelica is that the models and more specifically
the connections between components are acausal, i.e. a connection does not have a direction
and connecting component A to component B is equivalent to connecting component B to
component A. In the case of data modelling, this is different from OWL, where the connections
or relations are always directional. This is discussed in more detail in Section 5. The semantic
and syntactic differences may cause challenges in data modelling due to the need for using
complex data model structures to capture the semantics and details of the description of the
target information.

2.2 OMEdit tool
OMEdit [10] is an open-source graphical user interface for model creation, connection editing,
simulation of models, and plotting of results. The interface supports the creation of user-defined models or extensions. The models can be viewed as graphical or textual (see Figure 2
and Figure 3). Also, there is a possibility to add information about the model as documentation.
The tool contains the Modelica Standard Library as well as several other open-source libraries
(e.g. ThermoSysPro, Nuclear, SolarTherm), which can be found in System Libraries under the
File tab. Figure 5 shows the user interface of OMEdit environment.

Figure 5: A user interface of the OMEdit tool.
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3. Web Ontology Language and Protégé tool
3.1 Web Ontology Language
OWL [11] is used for standardised representation of ontologies and knowledge models on the
Semantic Web [12]. The language supports defining libraries of domain concepts and using
the concepts for modelling the data, information or knowledge in the selected cases. The libraries of concepts are called ontologies and they contain descriptions of the concepts (classes) and their attributes (data properties), named and typed relations between the concepts
(object properties), and restrictions how the concepts are used and connected. In addition to
OWL, the umbrella of the Semantic Web contains a large set of technologies that provide the
bases for OWL, such as Resource Description Framework or RDF [17], the SPARQL query
language for RDF [18], and the Semantic Web Rule Language or SWRL [19]. RDF defines the
basis for the information model by defining the concept of data triple (subject – predicate –
object, or object – relation – object), SPARQL defines a query language that unifies data retrieval from semantic databases, and SWRL adds a mechanism of simple rules and restrictions
to OWL and extends it.
The purpose of the resulting ontology is to provide a library of concepts or a vocabulary that
can be used for generating a data model of something concrete within a domain of interest. A
data model, based on the ontology, then uses the concepts and relationships defined in the
ontology. For example, the concepts (classes), Person and Pet, and relationships (object properties and data properties), ownsPet and hasFurColor, are defined in an ontology, which can
be used to generate a data model of some facts. For example, Sally (an individual of Person)
ownsPet Fido (an individual of Pet); Fid hasFurColor ‘grey’ (data value), and so forth.
In this work, we developed the same kind of statements describing the design of simulation
models. Such simulation models, as shown in Figure 2, are composed of components and
connections between these components. Thus, the components and connectors will serve as
the individuals of classes and the parameters of the components will serve as the data properties. For example, we can state by using triples (subject – predicate – object, see Figure 6):
•

DoublePendulum (individual of the class model) contains (object property) damper (individual of the class Damper)

•

damper (individual of the class Damper) hasDataProperty Diameter = 7.0 (individual of
the data property Diameter with value ‘7.0’)

In this way, we can preserve detailed information about a simulation model and in situations
where the underlying system is not available for running the models, we can utilise the information and create new solutions. In our work, we use the Protégé tool for data modelling.

Figure 6: Examples of data triples for representing the information of a simulation model.
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3.2 Protégé tool
Protégé [14] is an open-source ontology editor and a knowledge management system. There
are both desktop and web versions of Protégé tool available. The desktop version has more
functionalities than the web version and can be further extended by installing various plugins.
Figure 7 shows the desktop version of Protégé tool used in this work.

Figure 7: A user interface of the Protégé tool (Desktop version).

4. Modelica system simulation models
In this section, we present two Modelica system simulation models that are built in the OMEdit
environment (see Section 6 for the OWL data modelling of the corresponding models using
the Protégé tool). These system simulation models do not correspond to any real-world application and are used for illustration purposes only. The first model is named as Irrigation_System (shortly “irs”) and the second model as Pumping_System (shortly “ps”). The Irrigation_System is comprised of model components available in the ThermoSysPro library, and the Pumping_System consists of components available in the Modelica Standard Library.

4.1 ThermoSysPro library and the Irrigation_System model
ThermoSysPro [20] is an open-source Modelica library that has been mainly designed for the
static and dynamic modelling of power plants, but can also be used for other energy systems
such as industrial processes, buildings, etc. [21], [22]. It is developed by Électricité de France
(EDF) and contains over 100 model components such as heat exchangers, steam and gas
turbines, compressors, pumps, furnaces, and combustion chambers. In particular, one- and
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two-phase water/steam flow, as well as flue gases flow are handled [21]. Figure 8 shows the
packages (e.g. Solar, Thermal, WaterSteam) and some of the model components (e.g. Compressor, Generator, StaticCentrifugalPump) of the ThermoSysPro library in the OMEdit.

Figure 8: ThermoSysPro library in OMEdit tool, its sub-libraries and model components.
The model components of the ThermoSysPro library are used to build a Modelica system simulation model in the OMEdit environment, as shown in Figure 9. We named this system simulation model as “Irrigation_System” and abbreviated as “irs”. The Irrigation_System consists of
five components: 1) source, 2) pump, 3) pipe, 4) valve, and 5) sink. These components are
connected with each other, or more precisely, with the help of connectors. Each component of
the Irrigation_System (and every component of the ThermoSysPro library) has one or more
inlet and outlet connectors. For example, the pipe component has one inlet (dark blue square)
and one outlet (dark red square) connectors as shown in Figure 9.
In this case, the pressure, temperature and elevation of water at the source (i.e. inlet boundary)
is 1 bar, 30 ºC, and 0 m, respectively. At the sink (i.e. outlet boundary), the water pressure is
8 bar and elevation 5 m, whereas, the temperature of the water does not change during the
process. The purpose of the system is to pump water from the lower pressure level (source)
to the elevated higher pressure level (sink) with a mass flow rate of 10 kg/s through the pipe.
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Figure 9: Simulation model of the Irrigation_System consisting of model components of the
ThermoSysPro library and developed in the OMEdit environment.
In the Irrigation_System above, the water elevation is defined using the inlet and outlet altitude
parameters of the pipe component (e.g. z1 and z2 in Figure 10). Each component of the Irrigation_System (as well as every component of the ThermoSysPro library) has several parameters and attributes with default values. Figure 10 shows a pipe component (named as
“PIPE_irs” which is also an attribute) has parameters “L” (pipe length), “D” (pipe internal diameter), “ntubes” (number of pipes in parallel), and so forth. The values of these parameters and
attributes are modified by the modelling and simulation experts according to their needs.

Figure 10: An example of parameters and attributes of a pipe component of the ThermoSysPro library opened with OMEdit tool.
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In this study, the focus is not on the development of an optimal simulation model but on the
creation of a data model that can provide enough information for the reverse engineering of
simulation models. The need may come up when the original modelling and simulation software is not available or cannot be used for running and editing an already existing simulation
model. Thus, just for the sake of keeping the target data model simple, we modified only a few
parameters and attributes of the Irrigation_System’s components; most of the components’
parameters and attributes were left unchanged with their default values and are not documented here. All the attributes and parameters of the components with their default values are
available from the ThermoSysPro library and can be saved in a convenient format (see Figure
3 and Figure 4).
Table 1 shows only the modified parameters and attributes of the components constituting the
Irrigation_System (irs), which are then used in the data modelling process, as described in
Section 6. Similarly, Table 2 shows the modified names and types (inlet, outlet) of the connectors associated with each component of the Irrigation_System simulation model.
Table 1: Original names (left), and modified parameters and attributes (right) of the components constituting simulation model of the Irrigation_System (irs).
Original name of component in the ThermoSysPro library
SourceP

StaticCentrifugalPump

Modified parameters and attributes of component constituting simulation model of the Irrigation_System (irs)
Modified name Modified parameter
Left as default
P0 = 1 bar
SOURCE_irs
All other parameters
T0 = 30 ºC
PUMP_irs

LumpedStraightPipe

PIPE_irs

CheckValve

VALVE_irs

SinkP

SINK_irs

VRot = 1880 rev/min
fluid = 1 (water/steam) All other parameters
MPower = 100000 W
L=5m
D = 0.065 m
ntubes = 1
All other parameters
z1 = 0 m
z2 = 5 m
fluid = 1 (water/steam)
fluid = 1 (water/steam) All other parameters
P0 = 8 bar
All other parameters
T0 = 30 ºC

Table 2: Proposed names for the connectors of different components constituting the Irrigation_System simulation model.
Modified component name of Proposed connector
the “irs” simulation model
name for component
SOURCE_irs
source_irs_out
pump_irs_in
PUMP_irs
pump_irs_in1
pump_irs_out
pipe_irs_in
PIPE_irs
pipe_irs_out
valve_irs_in
VALVE_irs
valve_irs_out
SINK_irs
sink_irs_in

Connector name description
outlet connector of SOURCE_irs
inlet connector of PUMP_irs
inlet signal connector of PUMP_irs
outlet connector of PUMP_irs
inlet connector of PIPE_irs
outlet connector of PIPE_irs
inlet connector of VALVE_irs
outlet connector of VALVE_irs
inlet connector of Sink_irs
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4.2 Modelica Standard Library and the Pumping_System model
Modelica Standard Library [5] is developed together with the Modelica language from the Modelica Association [16]. It provides constants, types, connectors, partial models and model components in various disciplines. It consists of many sub-libraries or packages, including Fluid,
Blocks, Machines, and MultiBody. Figure 11 shows the Modelica Standard Library, its sublibraries or packages (e.g. Blocks, Mechanic, Fluid), and model components (e.g. Constant,
OpenTank). In this study, we only use components of the Fluid and Blocks packages of the
Modelica Standard Library for building the simulation model of Pumping_System.

Figure 11: Modelica standard library in OMEdit tool, its sub-libraries and model components.
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The system simulation model shown in Figure 12 is actually an example under the Fluid package of the open-source Modelica Standard Library. We named this simulation model as Pumping_System and abbreviated as “ps”. The Pumping_System is composed of 13 components
both from the Blocks and Fluid packages of the Modelica Standard Library. The component
“SYSTEM_ps” (modified name in this study) is needed in each fluid model to provide systemwide settings, such as ambient conditions and overall modelling assumptions. The purpose of
the system is to pump water from a source by a pump, through a pipe whose outlet is 50 m
higher than the source, into a tank. The water level in the tank is controlled by a valve. The
water controller is a simple on-off controller, regulating on the gauge pressure measured at the
base of the tank. The output of the controller is the rotational speed of the pump, which is
represented by the output of a first-order system. In order to avoid singularities in the flow
characteristic, a small but non-zero rotational speed is used to represent the standby state of
the pump. The system is simulated for 2000 s. When the valve is opened at time t = 200 s, the
pump starts turning on and off to keep the tank level around 2.2 m, which roughly corresponds
to a gauge pressure of 200 mbar, as shown in Figure 13.

Figure 12: Simulation model of the Pumping_System consisting of model components of the
Modelica Fluid and Blocks sub-libraries, and developed in OMEdit environment.
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Figure 13: Plotting of the simulation results showing the tank level of Pumping_System.
As illustrated in the case of the Irrigation_System model, we followed the same procedure for
defining various elements of the Pumping_System that are used in the data modelling process.
In order to keep the data modelling process simple, we modified only few parameters and
attributes of the components constituting the simulation model of the Pumping_System (ps),
as shown in Table 3. A complete list of parameters and attributes with default values is available from the Modelica Standard Library under the Fluid sub-library in the “Examples” package
and “PumpingSystem” example.
Table 3: Original names (left), and modified parameters and attributes of the components
constituting simulation model of the Pumping_System (ps).
Original name of
component in the
Modelica Standard
Library

Modified parameters and attributes of the components constituting simulation model of the Pumping_System (ps)

FixedBoundary

SOURCE_ps

PrescribedPump

PUMP_ps

StaticPipe

PIPE_ps

OpenTank

TANK_ps

RelativePressure
ValveLinear

Modified name

TANK PRESSURE
SENSOR_ps
VALVE_ps

Modified parameter
p_ambient = 1.01325
T_ambient = 20.0
use_N_in = true
N_nominal = 1200.0
nParallel = 1.0
diameter = 0.3
nParallel = 1.0
length = 100.0
height_ab = 50.0
height = 3.0
corssArea = 50.0

Left as default
All other parameters
All other parameters

All other parameters

All other parameters

–

All other parameters

dp_nominal = 2.0

All other parameters
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FixedBoundary

SINK_ps

Step

VALVE OPENING_ps

FirstOrder

PT1_ps

TriggeredTrapezoid

PUMP RPM GENERATOR_ps

OnOffController

CONTROLLER_ps

Constant
System

RELATIVE PRESSURE SETPOINT_ps
SYSTEM_ps

m_flow_nominal =
400.0
p = 1.01325
T = 20.0
offset = 1.0E-6
height = 1.0
startTime = 200.0
k = 1.0
T = 2.0
rising = 3.0
amplitude = 1200.0
falling = 3.0
offset = 0.001
bandwidth = 4000.0
pre_y_start = false

All other parameters
All other parameters
All other parameters

All other parameters

All other parameters

k = 20000.0

All other parameters

–

All other parameters

Similarly, the proposed names for each connector of the components constituting the simulation model of Pumping_System are shown in Table 4. As stated earlier, some components
may have two or more inlet connectors (e.g. PUMP_ps), and two or more outlet connectors
(e.g. TANK_ps). Also, in the data modelling process, the signal type of connectors are differentiated from the flow type connectors using the Modelica general ontology class “Connector”
and its sub-classes “FlowConnector” and SingalConnector” (see Section 5.1).
Table 4: Proposed names for the connectors of different components constituting Pumping_System (ps) simulation model.
Modified component
name of the “ps”
simulation model
SOURCE_ps

PUMP_ps

PIPE_ps

TANK_ps

Proposed connector name
for component
source_ps_in
source_ps_out
pump_ps_in1
pump_ps_in2
pump_ps_out
pipe_ps_in
pipe_ps_out
tank_ps_in
tank_ps_out1
tank_ps_out2
tank pressure sensor_ps_in

TANK PRESSURE
SENSOR_ps

tank pressure sensor_ps_out1
tank pressure sensor_ps_out2

Connector name description
inlet connector of SOURCE_ps
outlet connector of SOURCE_ps
inlet connector of PUMP_ps
inlet signal connector of PUMP_ps
outlet connector of PUMP_ps
inlet connector of PIPE_ps
outlet connector of PIPE_ps
inlet connector of TANK_ps
outlet connector 1 of TANK_ps
outlet connector 2 of TANK_ps
inlet connector of TANK PRESSURE
SENSOR_ps
outlet connector of TANK PRESSURE
SENSOR_ps
outlet signal connector of TANK PRESSURE SENSOR_ps
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VALVE_ps

SINK_ps

VALVE OPENING_ps

PT1_ps

PUMP RPM GENERATOR_ps

CONTROLLER_ps

RELATIVE PRESSURE SETPOINT_ps

valve_ps_in1
valve_ps_in2
valve_ps_out
sink_ps_in1
sink_ps_in2
sink_ps_out
valve opening_ps_in

inlet connector of VALVE_ps
inlet signal connector of VALVE_ps
outlet connector of VALVE_ps
inlet connector 1 of SINK_ps
inlet connector 2 of SINK_ps
outlet connector 1 of SINK_ps
inlet connector of VALVE OPENING_ps
outlet connector of VALVE OPENvalve opening_ps_out
ING_ps
pt1_ps_in
inlet connector of PT1_ps
pt1_ps_out
outlet connector of PT1_ps
inlet connector of PUMP RPM GENERpump rpm generator_ps_in
ATOR_ps
outlet connector of PUMP RPM GENpump rpm generator_ps_out
ERATOR_ps
controller_ps_in1
inlet connector 1 of CONTROLLER_ps
controller_ps_in2
inlet connector 2 of CONTROLLER_ps
controller_ps_out
outlet connector of CONTROLLER_ps
relative pressure setinlet connector of RELATIVE PRESpoint_ps_in
SURE SETPOINT_ps
relative pressure setoutlet connector of RELATIVE PRESpoint_ps_out
SURE SETPOINT_ps

5. Ontology development
This section introduces four ontologies designed for the demonstration of OWL data modelling
of the two Modelica system simulation models (i.e. Irrigation_System and Pumping_System)
described in the previous Section 4. The ontologies are developed using the Protégé tool,
providing the following concepts:
•
•
•
•

The Modelica general ontology contains the concepts of “Model” (i.e. Irrigation_System or Pumping_System) and “Connector” (i.e. inlet/outlet and flow/signal)
The Modelica blocks ontology contains concepts for the model components available
in the Blocks package of the Modelica Standard Library
The Modelica fluid ontology contains concepts for the model components available in
the Fluid package of the Modelica Standard Library
The ThermoSysPro ontology contains concepts for the model components available
in the ThermoSysPro library

As mentioned earlier, every component of the ThermoSysPro library contains one or more inlet
and outlet connectors that are used to connect the model components of a simulation
model/system. For example, Figure 14 shows a pump component having two inlet (dark blue
square and triangle) and one outlet (dark red square) connectors. Thus, from the data modelling perspective, there are 4 separate entities to be defined, i.e. pump, inlet 1, inlet 2, and outlet
(see Section 5.1). In addition to the inlet and outlet connectors, it should be noted that in this
study we differentiated the signal type connectors from the flow type connectors by using separate ontology classes. Table 2 and Table 4 show, respectively, the name and type of connectors for each component of the Irrigation_System and Pumping_system models used in the
data modelling process.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 14: An example of inlet and outlet connectors of a pump component. Above (a) the
Modelica ThermoSysPro library component presented in Modelica graphical notation, and below (b) the equivalent data model in OWL, visualised in the Protègè editor. In the OWL model,
the individual pump_ps_in1 represent the blue rectangular inlet, pump_ps_in2 the blue triangular inlet and pump_ps_out the out red rectangular outlet connector point in the Modelica
component, respectively.

5.1 Modelica general ontology
A Modelica general ontology is developed for demonstrating the data models of the Irrigation_System and Pumping_System. Figure 15 shows the classes or concepts and object properties defined in the ontology. It consists of “Modelica” as a superclass with two sub-classes
“Connector” and “Model”. The “Model” class or concept of this ontology can be used to represent a Modelica model (e.g. Irrigation_System or Pumping_System). The class “Connector”
contains four sub-classes and can be used to describe the connectors of each component
constituting a Modelica simulation model. For example, a component having an inlet connector
can be instantiated using the concept “InputConnector”, a flow type connector can be instantiated using the concept “FlowConnector”, and so forth.
Figure 15 also shows the five object properties defined in the Modelica general ontology. The
property:
•

“contains” can be used to describe a Modelica model, e.g. “Irrigation_System contains
PIPE_irs”

•

“hasConnector” can be used to describe a connector of the model component, e.g.
“PIPE_irs hasConnector pipe_irs_out”

•

“isConnectedTo” can be used to describe the connection between the connectors of
model components, e.g. “pipe_irs_out isConnectedTo valve_irs_in”

•

“isConnectorOf” is the inverse of the property “isConnectedTo”

•

“isLogicallyConnectedTo” can be used to describe the connection between two model
components, e.g. “PIPE_irs isLogicallyConnectedTo VALVE_irs”
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Figure 15: A Modelica general ontology, its concepts and object properties.

5.2 Modelica blocks ontology
The Modelica blocks ontology is a subset of the Modelica Standard Library and its Blocks
package. The hierarchical structure of the classes/concepts of this ontology is defined in exactly the same manner as presented in the Blocks package (see Figure 11). In addition to its
own concepts and parameters of the model components defined as data properties (e.g. amplitude, bandwidth, falling, height, etc.), this ontology also imports the Modelica general ontology, as shown in Figure 16.
It should be noted that the Modelica blocks ontology does not include all the concepts and all
the parameters of model components available in the Blocks package. It contains only the
necessary concepts and components’ parameters (as data properties) that are required for the
OWL data modelling of the Modelica model (i.e. Pumping_System) presented in this study.
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Figure 16: A Modelica blocks ontology, its classes and data properties. Also, the Modelica
general ontology is imported.

5.3 Modelica fluid ontology
The Modelica fluid ontology is a subset of the Modelica Standard Library and its Fluid package.
This ontology is designed the same way as the Modelica blocks ontology, i.e. its classes or
concepts hierarchy is defined according to the structure presented in the Fluid package (see
Figure 11).
Figure 17 shows the concepts and parameters of the model components defined as data properties (e.g. crossArea, diameter, height, etc.) in the Modelica fluid ontology. Also, it imports the
Modelica general ontology. Furthermore, it should be noted that this ontology does not include
all the concepts and components’ parameters as available in the Fluid package, but contains
only the necessary concepts that are required for the OWL data modelling of the Modelica
model (i.e. Pumping_System) presented in this study.
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Figure 17: A Modelica fluid ontology, its classes and data properties. Also, the Modelica general ontology is imported.

5.4 ThermoSysPro ontology
The ThermoSysPro ontology is a subset of the ThermoSysPro library. It is designed the same
way as the Modelica blocks and Modelica fluid ontologies, i.e. its classes or concepts hierarchy
is defined according to the structure presented in the ThermoSysPro library (see Figure 8).
Figure 18 shows the concepts and parameters of the model components defined as data properties (e.g. adiabatic_compression, continuous_flow_reversal, fluid, etc.) in the ThermoSysPro
ontology. Also, it imports the Modelica general ontology. Furthermore, it should be noted that
this ontology does not include all the concepts and components’ parameters as available in
the ThermoSysPro library, but contains only the necessary concepts that are required for the
OWL data modelling of the Modelica model (i.e. Irrigation_System) presented in this study.
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Figure 18: A ThermoSysPro ontology, its classes and data properties. Also, the Modelica
general ontology is imported.

6. OWL data modelling of Modelica system simulation models
This section discusses the OWL data modelling of Irrigation_System and Pumping_System
introduced in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2, respectively. As the Irrigation_System consists of
components from the ThermoSysPro library only, thus its data modelling requires the ThermoSysPro ontology and the Modelica general ontology. Whereas, the Pumping_System contains components from both the Blocks package and the Fluid package of the Modelica Standard Library, and therefore its data modelling utilises the Modelica blocks ontology, Modelica
fluid ontology and Modelica general ontology.

6.1 OWL data modelling of the Irrigation_System model
The OWL data model of Irrigation_System was developed using the Protégé tool. Both the
Modelica general ontology and the ThermoSysPro ontology were imported, which contain the
necessary classes/concepts, data properties, and object properties. As shown in Figure 19,
the IRRIGATION_SYSTEM is instantiated using the Model sub-class of the Modelica class.
The IRRIGATION_SYSTEM consists of various components that were defined using the data
property contains, e.g. “IRRIGATION_SYSTEM contains PUMP_irs”, “IRRIGATION_SYSTEM
contains PIPE_irs” and so forth.
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Figure 19: OWL data model of Irrigation_System. Composition of the model.
Also, the model components were instantiated using the concepts/classes of the ThermoSysPro ontology, as well as the restriction properties for the model components were defined, as shown in Figure 20. For example, the component “VALVE_irs” was instantiated using
the “CheckValve” concept, and its restriction properties were defined, such as “continuous_flow_reversal some xsd:double”. In addition, the object properties were defined, such as
“VALVE_irs hasConnector valve_irs_in”. Furthermore, the data properties were also asserted,
such as “VALVE_irs fluid 1.0”.
Similarly, the connectors for each model component were defined, as shown in Figure 21. For
example, the pipe outlet (pipe_irs_out) was defined as an outlet connector (OutputConnector)
of flow type (FlowConnector) and is connected to (isConnectedTo) the valve inlet
(valve_irs_in).
Figure 22 shows the complete OWL data model of Irrigation_System, i.e. its model components, parameters of the components, and the connectors of each component and their types.
We can see that the visualisation of the complete model is inconvenient. Hence, simulation
models comprised of larger number of components have complex visualisation, as we will see
in the case of OWL data modelling of Pumping_System consisting of 13 components.
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Figure 20: OWL data model of Irrigation_System. Description of model component.

Figure 21: OWL data model of Irrigation_System. Connector type and its connection.
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Figure 22: OWL data model of Irrigation_System. Model components, parameters of components, connectors of each components and their types.
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6.2 OWL data modelling of the Pumping_System model
The OWL data model for the Pumping_System was created by following the same procedure
as in the case of Irrigation_System. Basically, there is no difference between the two systems
from the data modelling perspective. The only differences are the number of components in
each model (i.e. 5 components in Irrigation_System, and 13 components in Pumping_System)
and the ontologies needed (i.e. Modelica general and ThermoSysPro ontologies for Irrigation_System, whereas, Modelica general, Modelica fluid and Modelica Blocks ontologies for
Pumping_System).
As shown in Figure 23, the Modelica general, Modelica Block, and Modelica Fluid ontologies
were imported into the Protégé tool. The PUMPING_SYSTEM was instantiated using the class
Model, and its components were defined using the object property contains.

Figure 23: OWL data model of Pumping_System. Composition of the model.
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Similarly, the model components (e.g. PUMP_ps, VALVE_ps, TANK_ps) were instantiated using the classes/concepts of the Modelica Blocks and Modelica Fluid ontologies. Likewise, the
inlet, outlet, flow type and signal type connectors of each model components were instantiated
and defined, as shown in Figure 24.
Figure 25 shows the complete OWL data model of Pumping_System. As we can see, it is quite
difficult to visualise the components, instances of components, parameters of components,
connectors of each components and their types.

Figure 24: OWL data model of Pumping_System. Description of model component.
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Figure 25: OWL data model of the Pumping_System simulation model, including model components, parameters of components, connectors of each components and their type.
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7. Discussion and conclusions
This study focuses on the data management aspect of simulation-based digital twins that are
expected to run for a couple of decades. During such a long time period, there is a possibility
that the underlying computer infrastructure (software, computer hardware and operating system) may change or advance to the level where it would be impossible to open and run the
previously developed computer models. The problem is especially associated with the application software used for developing the simulation models of digital twins. Most of the commercial modelling and simulation software use proprietary data models and store models in
vendor-specific formats. The data model of one software can hardly be related to the data
model of another software and, in the worst-case, their simulation model formats are black
boxes that do not provide information about the mathematics and physics involved in the simulation process. For this reason, there is a need to preserve enough information about the
simulation models of digital twins in formats that can be easily processed with tools other than
the ones used for their creation.
To illustrate the preservation of simulation-based digital twins’ data for longer periods, two
Modelica system simulation models were presented. Modelica is an open-source language for
modelling of complex systems and provides detailed information about the models of the components. The models were built in the OMEdit environment (a free tool for Modelica). Four
OWL ontologies were created that provide the necessary concepts and relationships for describing the simulation models. Using the Protégé ontology editor, the OWL data models of the
corresponding models were developed. The resulting OWL data models, containing information about the simulation models, can be used for preserving information of the simulation
models in detail and, together with the Modelica libraries and Modelica Specification, they provide the needed basis for reproducing the simulation models and the simulation solver application, if required.
During the study, it was noticed that the visualisation of the complete data model gets complicated as the size of the simulation model grows (i.e. a model with more components is difficult
to visualise in the Protégé tool). This is illustrated by a visualisation of a data model representing a relatively simple simulation model in Figure 25. The value of visualising the data graphs
comes with the ability to browse the model, study the connections and neighbouring components and relations between the components. Another finding was that the OWL language has
its own limitations and is not the best tool for general data representation in diverse applications. Therefore, the future work should be focused on the feasibility of other data modelling
methods, languages, and tools for preserving simulation models’ data. Especially domain-specific modelling languages, such as UML profiles, and available technologies and tools for using
them would be worth investigating. In the applications of simulation model data representation,
data transformation from one representation to another is required and is often challenging
due to complex semantics and information structures.
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